Classroom
Capacity of <40

Room Technology
Drop down screen
Podium with built in microphone and computer monitor
Zoom and livestream capable
Classroom - N130

• **Capacity:** 18

• **Standard Floor Plan:**
  • Rectangle tables in rows with 2 chairs behind each table

**Room Technology**

• TV Monitor
• Zoom and livestream capable
Classroom - N140

- Capacity: 18
- Standard Floor Plan:
  - Rectangle tables in rows with 2 chairs behind each table

Room Technology
- TV Monitor
- Zoom and livestream capable
Classroom - N130/N140
Partition Open

- **Capacity:** 36
- **Standard Floor Plan:**
  - Rectangle tables in rows with 2 chairs behind each table

**Room Technology**
- TV Monitor
- Zoom and livestream capable
Classroom – N331

- **Capacity:** 30
- **Standard Floor Plan:**
  - Rectangle tables in rows with 2 chairs behind each table

**Room Technology**
- Drop down screen
- Podium with built in microphone and computer monitor
- Zoom and livestream capable

*This is an example of the standard floor plan.*